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This bibliography consists of a selective list of books and articles relating to Sou Fujimoto. Those books held within the AA Library are indicated with a shelfmark.

Books (Alphabetically by title)

Archilab 2006 Japan: nested in the city / curators: Akira Suzuki, Mariko Tereda
Orleans: HYX, 2006 ISBN 9782910385484 (includes projects by Sou Fujimoto)
AA SHELFMARK: 72.036(52) SUZ

Hatch: the new architectural generation / Kieron Long
London: Laurence King, 2008 (includes Sou Fujimoto)
AA SHELFMARK: 72.036.5 LON

Key contemporary buildings: plans, sections and elevations / Rob Gregory
Laurence King, 2008 ISBN 9781856695015 (includes Sou Fujimoto)
AA SHELFMARK: 72.036.5 GRE

Sketchbook / Sou Fujimoto
Zurich: Lars Muller, 2012 ISBN 9783037783276
AA SHELFMARK: CATALOGUING

Sou Fujimoto / texts by Toyo Ito and Julian Worrall (2G no.50)
AA SHELFMARK: 72.036.5(52):92FUJ ITO

Sou Fujimoto, 2003-2010: theory and intuition, frameworks and experience / edited by Fernando Marquez Cecilia and Richard Levene (El Croquis, 151)
AA SHELFMARK: 72.036.5(52):92FUJ CRO (MLC)

Sou Fujimoto: futurospective architecture / Friedrich Meschede
Walter Koenig, 2013
AA SHELFMARK: ON ORDER

Sou Fujimoto: Musashino Art University Museum & Library / Sou Fujimoto
INAX-Shuppan, 2010 ISBN 9784872751642
AA SHELFMARK: 727.8(52) FUJ
Journal Articles (chronologically by year and month)

2013

‘Sou Fujimoto’s Serpentine Pavilion’ / article by Thomas Lane
in Building vol.278 no.8779 (22) June 7, 2013 / p.44-47

‘House visions: the new logic of living’ / article by Kaoru Urata
in Architecture d’Aujourd’hui no.395 May/June 2013 / p.146-147 (text in French+English)

‘Sou Fujimoto’ / article by Will Wiles
in Icon no.119 May 2013 / p.85-90

‘Fujimoto for Serpentine’ (Sou Fujimoto selected to design the 2013 Serpentine Gallery Pavilion)
in Building Design no.2049 February 22, 2013 / p.2

‘Fujimoto to design Serpentine Pavilion’ / article by Merlin Fulcher
in Architects’ Journal vol.237 no.7 February 21, 2013 / p.9

2012

‘Nature room’ / article by Gregoire Basdevant
in Domus no.962 October 2012 / p.72-73 (text in Italian+English)

‘House NA; Architects: Sou Fujimoto Architects’ / article by Douglas Murphy
in Icon no.105 March 2012 / p.36-37

2011

‘Tokyo’s vertical thresholds’ / article by Roberto Zancan (includes House NA, Tokyo; Sou Fujimoto Architects)
in Domus no.953 December 2011 / p. 22-39

‘Musashino Art University and Library; Sou Fujimoto Architects’
in Blueprint no.309 December 2011 / p.66-67
‘House NA, Tokyo; Sou Fujimoto Architects’
in *Japan Architect* no.83 Autumn 2011 / p.32-41 (text in Japanese+English)

‘Forest in the sky; Sou Fujimoto Architects’
in *Japan Architect* no.82 Summer 2011 / p.40-41 (text in Japanese+English)

‘Musashino Art University Museum & Library, Tokyo (Sou Fujimoto Architects)’ / article by Naomi R. Pollock
in *Architectural Record* vol.199 no.3 March 2011 / p.60-67

‘Sou Fujimoto Architects Office, Tokyo, Japan’
in *A+U: Architecture and Urbanism* no.486 March 2011 / p.96-97 (text in Japanese+English)

‘Future beauty: 30 years of Japanese fashion’ / article by Vicky Richardson (reviews exhibition at the Barbican, designed by Sou Fujimoto)
in *Blueprint* February 2011 / p.69

2010
‘Sou Fujimoto 2003-2010 (theory and intuition, framework and experience)’ / article by Ryue Nishizawa
in *El Croquis* no.3 (151) 2010 / p.1-215 (text in Spanish+English)

‘Musashino Art University Library, Tokyo, Japan; Architects: Sou Fujimoto Architects’ / article by Rob Gregory
in *Architectural Review* vol.228 no.1364 October 2010 / p.42-49

‘Tokyo apartment: a micro-city of stacked houses imitates Tokyo; Architects: Sou Fujimoto’ / article by Mikio Kuranishi
in *Domus* no.939 September 2010 / p.36-47 (text in Italian+English)

‘1:1 – Architects build small spaces’ / article by Mhairi McVicar (includes Inside Outside Tree by Sou Fujimoto)
in *ARQ: Architectural Research Quarterly* vol.14 no.3 September 2010 / p.195-200
‘Labyrinth of books: the library of the Musashino Art University in Kodaira; Architects: Sou Fujimoto Architects’ / article by Claudio Hildner in *Baumeister* vol.107 no.9 September 2010 / p.14-17 (text in German)

‘Tokyo apartment; Architects: Sou Fujimoto Architects’ / article by Julian Worrall in *Icon* no.085 July 2010 / p.46-52

‘House Om, Yokohama, Kanagawa, Japan; Architect: Sou Fujimoto’ / article by Sou Fujimoto in *GA Houses* no.116 May 2010 / p.130-141 (text in Japanese+English)

‘Contextual algorithms: Sou Fujimoto (includes ‘Many, many, many…loose algorithm; illustrates – a new Tokyo cityscape; a proposal for a new type of high-rise architecture; and Guzheng: Taipei Pop Music Center competition) in *Japan Architect* no.77 Spring 2010 / p.66-75 (text in Japanese+English)

‘Life in this house resembles living among the clouds; Architect: Sou Fujimoto / article by Sou Fujimoto and others in *Monument* no.95 February/March 2010 / p.38-49


2009

‘House H in Tokyo; Architects: Sou Fujimoto Architects’ / article by Cathelijne Nuijsink in *Domus* no.930 November 2009 / p.70-76 (text in Italian+English)

‘House H, Tokyo, Japan; Architects: Sou Fujimoto Architects’ / article by Sou Fujimoto in *GA Houses* no.111 July 2009 / p.46-53 (text in Japanese+English)
‘Sou Fujimoto: special issue’ / article by Toyo Ito, Julian Worrall and Sou Fujimoto
in 2G no.50 (2) 2009 / p.4-142 (text in Spanish+English)

‘Crystallised wind; Architects: Sou Fujimoto’ / article by Francesca Picchi
in Domus no.925 May 2009 / p.74-76 (text in Italian+English)

‘House N; Architects: Sou Fujimoto Architects’ / article by Rob Gregory

‘The primitive homes of the future; Architects: Toyo Ito, Terunobu Fujimori, Sou Fujimoto and Taira Nishizawa’ / article by Julian Worrall
in Domus no.922 February 2009 / Fujimoto house p.22-23

2008

“I want to make a primitive architecture’, says Sou Fujimoto’ / article by Julian Worrall
in Icon no.064 October 2008 / p.130-136

‘House N in Japan; Architects: Sou Fujimoto Architects’ / article by Julian Worrall
in Domus no.917 September 2008 / p.63-68 (text in Italian+English)

‘Sou Fujimoto’ / article by the architect
in GA Houses no.106 August 2008 / p.146-167 (text in Japanese+English)

2007

‘Principles of relativity; Architects: Sou Fujimoto Architects’ / article by Julian Worrall
in Domus no.909 December 2007 / p.44-49 (text in Italian+English)

‘House O, Chiba, Japan; Architects: Sou Fujimoto’ / article by the architect
in GA Houses no.102 November 2007 / p.120-131 (text in Japanese+English)
2005
‘T House, Gunma, Japan; Architects: Sou Fujimoto Architects’ / article by Sou Fujimoto
in GA Houses no.87 April 2005 / p.96-105 (text in Japanese+English)

Website
www.sou-fujimoto.net
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